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ChargeBox

Ultra-fast charging
in the power-limited grid

ChargeBox

320 kW in the power-limited grid
Ultra-fast charging solutions from ADS-TEC Energy Ultra-fast charging without compromise
ADS-TEC Energy’s ChargeBox fast charging solution draws its high electrical power from the
specially developed battery storage system – the ChargeBox Booster. The system is designed to
be plugged into the ordinary grid power, where it initially charges slowly and at low power, just
like a power bank. The stored energy is then delivered to electric vehicles on demand, ultra-fast
and up to 320 kilowatts.

140 kWh
Energieinhalt

320 kW

2x 160 kW

1x 320 kW

Ladeleistung

100 km range in approx. 5 min charging time

Flexible installation
The conceptual separation of battery storage and charging
station offers enormous flexibility in planning and installation.
The ChargeBox Booster can be positioned up to 200 metres
from the 400 V mains connection; a further 100 metres of
cable distance is possible between the ChargeBox Booster
and the ChargeBox Dispensers.

Expandable as required

Added values

• Charging two vehicles simultaneously with up to 160 kW or
one vehicle with up to 320 kW
• CCS2 charging plug (EU) as standard, alternatively also
CCS1 (US)
• Flexible set-up & simple installation
• Exceptionally low space requirements due to ultra-compact
design
• Rapid deployment compared to installing a new grid connection
• No long project lead times - ready for use in just two months
• No costly upfront investments

Two Dispensers can be operated on one ChargeBox Booster,
providing 160 kW of power for ultra-fast charging of electric
vehicles when used simultaneously.
Our PowerBooster is suitable for all situations where more
charging capacity is needed: Here, even up to 4 fast charging
stations can be connected and used simultaneously.
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Low grid connection and running costs
Possibility to customise the HMI
High quality and representative design
Quiet operation
Billing in compliance with calibration regulations
High quality and extensive certification
High safety standards, such as active temperature and
voltage monitoring of individual battery cells
• Connection to ADS-TEC Big-LinX Cloud for monitoring

HIGHLIGHTS

Easy to manage
With Big-LinX Energy, our cloud-based energy management
system, service and maintenance tasks can be carried out
more efficiently via remote maintenance. Charging processes
can be monitored more easily and even additional charging
stations can be put into operation more quickly – perfect for
service stations, vehicle fleets, logistics companies or public
transport.

5x more power from the power-limited grid

Up to 320 kW charging power
Makes battery charging as fast as refuelling
→ 100 km range in approx. 5 min charging time

Requires only a small amount of space
Compared to solutions in the medium-voltage grid
→ a footprint of only 1,6 m2

No costs for grid expansion
Simple connection to existing 400 V grid
→ ready for use in only 2 months

Future-proof investment
Thanks to ADS-TEC high-voltage technology
→ compatible with 150 - 920 V vehicle power

140 kWh
50-110 kVa/kW
from 400 V grid

Low power

Input from power-limited grid

ChargeBox

Battery storage system

320 kW
Ultra-fast charging

Output for fast-charging of electric vehicles

BOOSTER

DISPENSER

ChargeBox Booster Battery storage technology

ChargeBox Dispenser Well thought out down to the smallest detail

With the ChargeBox fast charging solution from ADS-TEC Energy, electric vehicles can now

Flexible installation at a distance of up to 100 m from the ChargeBox Booster, minimal

be charged with up to 320 kilowatts of power – on the normal, limited-power distribution grid.

space requirements, and connection to leading back-end systems via OCPP1.6J are just

Battery storage-based ultra-fast fast charging solutions from ADS-TEC Energy are used

some of the advantages of the quick charging station.

wherever there is a power-limited grid, where there is limited space or where visual or noiserelated aspects play a role.

FUNCTION

6m

1,2

The world’s
most compact
battery storage
system in its
class

1,26 m

INCH

High suspension point
for convenient accessibility of the charging socket
on the electric vehicle

Liquid cooled charging cable
ensures a permanently high charging power without
overheating or throttling

1,6 m2

approx.

Sunlight-readable 10-inch touchscreen

10 m 2

for optimum readability even in direct sunlight

LED status indicator
Only 15% of the space required
With an installation area of only 1.6 m², the
ChargeBox Booster requires just 15% of the
space of comparable fast charging systems
with a connected medium-voltage system.

Charging plug type CCS2

Future ready high-voltage technology

Noise-reduced charging

The system is compatible with voltage ranges
from 150 - 920 V and is therefore also suitable for
future electric vehicles.

enables installation in mixed and residential areas

up to 200 m
Connection 400 V grid

status of the charging station can also be easily
recognised from a distance and in the dark

for the highest charging power of up to 320 kW and
reliable DC charging

upt to 100 m
ChargeBox Booster

ChargeBox Dispenser
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Head office Nuertingen near Stuttgart (above), production site Wilsdruff near Dresden
ADS-TEC Energy Advanced System Technology
ADS-TEC Energy is a company of ADS-TEC group, and is part-owned by Bosch Thermotechnik GmbH.
The Company is headquartered in Nürtingen near Stuttgart (Germany), with a production site near
Dresden (Germany).
ADS-TEC Energy is drawing on more than ten years of experience with lithium-ion technologies, storage
solutions and fast charging systems, including the corresponding energy management systems. Its battery
based fast charging technology enables electric vehicles to ultra fast charge even on low powered grids
and features a very compact design. The high quality and functionality of the battery systems are due to a
particularly high depth of development and in-house production. With its advanced system platforms,
ADS-TEC Energy is a valuable partner for automotive, OEMs, utility companies, and charge-operators.
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